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Are you a fan of Anime? Today we wanted to study and assess the opinion of people
who share the same interests, and how vast the growth of positive attitude of the
seemingly ‘strange’ interest. We have divided the questions into 6 areas we believe
might be a trigger to a future obsession, interviewing a range of ages beginning at 13
to 14 and also taking into consideration of adults with more advanced answers.

Anime has been an ongoing since 1917 and has grown in popularity. It spread
largely in a particular country, Japan. The person that created the first anime is Oten
Shimokawa, and his influence wildly spread, and encouraged other people to follow
the concept of these comic style stories and fiction. An example of this is how it
ranged widely in the 20th century.
In modern day, anime has evolved into different age varieties, genres and even
online videogames. On average anime cost for 9 animated episode costs around 2
million dollars or 250 million yen in Japan. And the average manga artist can make
half a million a year. People are becoming more advanced in the art of anime and
the salaries are raising dramatically as more passionate viewers are purchasing the
art and merchandise. Some described it as ‘amazing’ and some school teachers
even suppress their love for the comic like stories.
However, Anime can also be hard to get a hold off, the books being reasonably
costly. Some people have no idea on the existence of anime and some of the people
we have interviewed didn’t have a positive outlook. Others are indifference not
wanting to get involved in the strange aspects of the foreign art.
In conclusion, according to our studies, 80% of the data we recorded knew the
existence of Anime and had a positive view to explain their interpretations. Though
the other 20% rather didn’t know about anime or had a negative outlook on it. We
believe that anime is a popular growing series and shouldn’t be judged on the
deceiving eyes. Overall, anime is a unique style of creativity and should be
appreciated throughout the world.

